Procure Latest Quality of Networking
Products, Wireless Controller Devices, Cloud
Core Router, Router Board, Cloud Router Switch,
Mikrotik Basebox, Ubiquiti Rocket, Etc.
From Us!

Mr Vishal Sharma
(Proprietor)

+91 8035918956

www.netpros.in

About Us
We at Net Pro have started our journey with ﬁrm aspiration of becoming the most customerfriendly and futuristic ﬁrm in Indian markets. Under the pragmatic mentorship of Mr. Vishal
Sharma, we are serving proliﬁcally as a trader and wholesaler. Our company is dealing in
various Electronics items that always remain in endless demands among the customers.
We aim to reach out, serve & support every such customer in markets across the nation who
seek for procuring latest products at cost-effective price range. The range which we are
bringing for them is encompassing Cloud Router Switch, Router Board, Ubiquiti Rocket,
Ubiquiti Powerbeam, Mikrotik Disc Lite, Cloud Core Router, Mikrotik Basebox and other
items.
Through our customer deviated work approaches, we are rapidly winning the valuable trust
and conﬁdence of our respectful customers. All we seek for is to become their foremost
choice in the domain by continuously providing them a satisfactory & fulﬁlling business
experience.
Our newly founded enterprise in the year 2020, Net Pro is dealing in a variety of electronics
items that have enormous demands in the marketplace. With the back support of well
acknowledged vendors in the industry, we are conveniently trading various items that are
latest in technology. We are offering the most proﬁtable deals to the customers in respective
ﬁeld through which our business is getting expanded in every part of the country. Located in
the primary area of New Delhi (Delhi, India), we are supplying items such as Cloud Core
Router, Cloud Router Switch, Router Board, Mikrotik Basebox, Mikrotik Disc Lite, Ubiquiti
Powerbeam, Ubiquiti Rocket, etc.

Warehousing & Packaging
For keeping ourselves well-prepared and meeting urgent requirements of customers
without any delays or compromise in the process, we have advanced warehousing and
packaging facilities. Our entire premise is well organized and safely maintained for storing
bulk amount of Cloud Core Router, Router Board, Ubiquiti Rocket, Mikrotik Basebox, Cloud
Router Switch, Ubiquiti Powerbeam and more items for long time. The warehouse is quality
maintained by our housekeeping personnel. They make sure that every item stored at the
unit is quality assured, appropriately packed & ready to be delivered to the customers.

Our Products

Mikrotik Routerboard 960pgs

Mikrotik Switch

Routerboard 750P Pbr2

Mikrotik Omnitik 5ac

Mikrotik Mantbox 19s Wireless
Sector Antenna

Omnitik 5 Poe

Mikrotik Routerboard 962 Uigs

Mikrotik Routerboard 962 Uigs

Mikrotik Routerboard 941-2nd

Ubiquiti UAP AC Lr UniFi

Ubiquiti Uniﬁ Switch

Ubiquiti Networks Rockett

Wireless Controller

In-wall Access Point

UniBox U-100 Wireless Controller

UM-310N Indoor Access Point

UM-310AC Indoor Access Point

Omni Directional Access Point
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